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About This Game

Into Oblivion is a drinking contest of ridiculous proportion. Each player is dealt five item cards each round and attempts to
make one of many mixed drinks for themselves or their opponents. Some drinks have additional status effects, some will make

you puke instantly, while others just leave a funny taste in your mouth.

Legend has it that this mysterious marvel of engineering known as the Pocket Brewer was invented by Dr. Cyrus Stansfield as a
means of keeping the homeless away from his dental office's parking lot. Some say it was crafted by the government to subdue

the masses of Starkham. Others say some highly motivated drunks cobbled it together when the Noose & Rafter briefly shut
down for the summer. Regardless of how it happened, it has allowed the denizens of the town to easily make dangerous

alcoholic drinks and hold all-too frequently drinking contents.

The game takes place in various seedy locations through the city of Starkham (prominently featured in our previous games)
and against some of it's better known inhabitants. Players can customize their character as well as challenge friends online or via

LAN. Bet on your matches to gain money to buy upgrade, cosmetic skins, and items from the local Shady Merchant.

Now with Easter Event mode! Only active during the Easter holiday season, the game unlocks a new drinking opponent, two
extra achievements, and arena. If you beat H.H. Bunny you keep the unlocks all year round!

The game has the following features best laid out in list format with snappy phrases like:

 Face off against five different characters in story mode

 Various outfits, hair styles, and accessories

 Soundtrack by Macabre Gandhi and David Totten

 Personal and global statistics on debauchery

 Our favorite half-time mini-game Midnight

 Online or LAN multiplayer

 A leaderboard system of true alcoholics

 52 item cards to mix, match, and drink
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 209 mixed drink recipes

 30 temporary buffs to save your hide or sabotage you

 Drink in various locations around Starkham

 Bet against friends and foes to acquire coins

 Upgrade and unlock gear at the Shady Merchant's shop

 36 achievements to obtain

 Halloween, X-Mas, St. Patrick's Day, and Easter Event modes

The game features online and LAN cross-platform multiplayer for Linux and Windows so you can drink your buddies
under the table no matter what operating system they use... as long as it's not a Mac.

Similar to the "Street Loyalty" features of our last game, The Dope Game, there are some small bonuses for players of our
other games. Mostly of the cosmetic variety. Each game played unlocks a different skin set to mix and match with the ones you

have already. If you haven't played any of our previous games, fear not, you'll only have to spend a little coin to get them as
well.
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Title: Into Oblivion
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
CoaguCo Industries
Publisher:
CoaguCo Industries
Release Date: 30 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: AMD or Intel

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1+

Sound Card: Only if you want sound

English
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This game is really scray, don't play it at work of at school or even at home
I was so scraed I turned it off
It's very scray, thx for reading, and remember, Win10 Zombie apocolypse is coming, don't be scraed. The balls roll around and
you shoot new balls into the correct place to match colors. It's fun.. You should switch to and download OBS.

This has much less customization and optimization than most free recording software, the framerate upon using this in game
drops exponentially, It should only drop 5 or so frames but it usually drops 20 or more. This does seem to work better than
Nvidia Shadowplay, however, this software tends to crash more. I bought this back when It cost five USD, now it costs $40?
Honestly I wouldn't recommend this even if It were free, as their are many more, better free recording programs out there. Don't
be me and use this for 68 hours before finding OBS.. Too buggy at this moment in time needs more work in all honesty but has
potential to be great.. Not really a game. It's an observable short film in VR.
It's a very charming story, and not very long either. It's perfect for those brand new to the VR experience.. no development and
no content. enough said.. The ball moves so slow in this damn game that i was forced to give up hope for mankind. I'm also
giving up hope for this developer as you couldn't make me play this garbage again even if it sh@ out thousands of achievements
rather than just a few... I can usually play bad games no problems as long as there is cards or achievements to get but this game,
oh this game gets a special place in hell. If you love yourself at all don't play this game and if you love others don't tell them
about this game either.. Pros -
- Great soundtracks.
- Easy controls.
- Great visuals.
- Replayability.
- Fun strategic challenges.
- Hard levels which make you have to get to know how the game works in order to win (even know the game is fairly straight
forward)
- Very small learning curve, you can pretty much jump straight in and have a lot of fun.
- Oh and the most important thing of all... CHEAP.

My cons lean mostly towards configuration and development issues, l'm sure once the game has had some more patches these
can be easily fixed.

Cons -
- Sometimes certain abilities wont work, eg replinishing your soliders ammo, half the time you will need to send him away from
his squad\/outside a bunker to heal or replenish ammo as the game has a hard time knowing what solider your're selecting when
in close quaters with other units and either will use the ability on the wrong soldier or just wont do anything at all until you select
the solider you want to use and send him away from other units so you can properly select him to use a ability etc.
- Sometimes enemys will shoot your soliders through walls\/rocks and your troops cant fire back.
- General diffuculty\/lack of consistency when controling large squads\/individal units to move long distances across the map.
(Will sometimes just unselect the units so you have to go back and move them small spaces at a time.)
- In it's current form the game only has 3 levels as far as l know which will take you a maximum of 30 minutes to 2hrs to
complete.

I could go on about very minor fixable problems but l dont see the point, this game is SO much fun and 100% worth the money.
Even if you can only get 1-2 hrs out of it in its current stage, (l hope developers will be adding more levels soon! :) ) it's totally
worth buying to support the developers and the general replayabilty of the game.

The game is cheap cheap cheap and is one of those games you can play for an hour or two then go play your primary game like
CSGO or pubg. Just one of those cheap mini games that is a tun of fun. l have a feeling a LOT more people will start hearing
about this game as it gets developed because even in it's early stages l can see it has a lot of potensial.
. Ta gra jest jak No Man's Sky, tyle \u017ce ta\u0144sza i lepsza. 10\/10
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From the publishing house responsible for publishing games that you have bought based on novel to game adaptations of a
certain new york times best selling author, comes a remake of a game you probably haven't played before, because you're all
like twelve, and don't know what's good. Flashback is a remake of a much better game by french publisher 'Delphine' and it was
a god damn masterpiece. This game is still very much french, but obviously tries to capitalize on the call of duty dollars by
having the character shoot all of the mans instead of solving all of the puzzles or discovering all of the mysteries. the game is
designed pretty close to the original actually, besides different item placement and much more numerous enemies to shoot with
your dutycaller9000. The story is also very much intact, though this time done through full motion video cutscenes with voice
actors. The game is still pretty nice, and besides too much shooting early on, and about the same ammount of shooting later on,
it is more or less faithful to the original. If you disagree, the original is included with this game so it's like you get that too incase
you don't like this one. If you play this game, be sure to play on hard, as easy and normal dificulties are
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing garbage. I hope that ubisoft has plans to develop and re-release a remake of the sequel 'Fade to
Black' so I can complain about that too.. Art of any form is subjective, but there's no denying well a game is actually well-made,
with quality elements to offer. While one might not like a particular game, there's no denying (for those who aren't ignorant)
when a game is genuinely well-crafted, and this game is an example of such.

Visually, it's extremely high-fidelity and extremely detailed, with great lighting and outstanding detail. World and map design is
excellent. Gameplay is smooth, intutive, solid and extremely enjoyable, between the weapons themselves and ability to mix-and-
match weapons in right and left hand, as well as special ability and weapon drops. Weapons are creative and combat is actually
visceral for a top-down shooter. Last, but certainly not least ... gore! Copious amounts of (llama) gore.

I'm not actually a huge fan of top-down shooters, though I've played a fair amount in my time. By far, this is the one of the most
well-designed and excellent experiencces of any I've played. It just happens to be llamas.

There's a great contrast between the actually great dark atmosphere and incredible visuals that you would expect from, say, a
serious zombie game (which the dev should actually consider, because the environment is already there for it) and the fact that
you're slaughtering hordes of llamas. It's an excellent contrast.

The dev is also an extremely nice guy who I had the pleasure of speaking with in a stream, so congrats for making an overall
excellent game!. Truly, an amazing experience. I actually played this when it was on show at a convention; it was good then, and
it's still good now. A flawless soundtrack, a pulse racing gaming experience, and all around very entertaining.

My only issues have been occasional frame tearing (which, considering I'm using a gaming laptop, is somewhat concerning), and
the fact that I would have preferred to get it on my Xbox One, but it was pulled from the marketplace before I could purchase it.

Thank you anyway; an amazing game that has obviously had heart and soul poured into it.. Brilliant skins, they both look
awesome.. We need great britain one now. Beautiful but expository.

It's a great casual game where you fly around and explore well rendered spaces. Unfortunately you can't do anything without
having to wade through inane text thats ostensibly explains the story. This game could be as brilliant as Journey, if only the devs
adopted the same form of storytelling that didn't involve constantly checking in with an NPC who only exists to try and explain
to you what's going on. Does it really need to be explained so explicitly? Just let the world speak for itself. I enjoy narrative-
based games but this just feels clunky. It doesn't kill the game, but it definitely doesn't help it at all.. My main character died
when giving Havoc the last blow in ACT 2, and after the combat I could neither control it nor save the game because the game
decided that I was still in combat.

I was playing in PoTD difficulty and tried to beat Havoc about 10 times.
If players have to go through all that tiring combat to proceed(the length of this combat is about the same as the final boss fight
in POE1), at least make sure their efforts are not so easily destroyed by bugs like this.

Well thanks for making me spend hours on a challenge just to find out that my victory doesn't count.. Not a great VR game for
those prone to motion sickness. I can play vive optimized games for hours with no issues but this made me ill within a few
seconds. If you could control the movment of the machine with your head that would solve it.. It's really cool! Fast paced
combat, intense gameplay, and fun controls! I highly recommend it!. Really bad game. Not even "so bad it's fun" or "oh well it
was just a dollar", just bad.
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I know what you're thinking. "Arcade physics, easy drifting, trucks crashing into each other, mostly positive reviews, how can
you go wrong with this?"

First of all, this is probably a bad port or a poorly optimized game, as the framerate is inconsistent even on low settings.

But more importantly, it's just not fun. The overall "feel" or handling of the trucks, is neither realistic nor fun.

There's a boost mechanic, which charges when you grind with other trucks, but that usually gets you stuck and slows you down
more than it should.

Also the AI is really bad, and for some reason the 1st truck is always 10+ seconds ahead of the pack, which makes it even
harder to catch when you're 2nd since there's no AI around to crash and charge your boost.

There's a fair selection of trucks, but they all feel generic and handle the same.
All the tracks and environments replicate the same assets and look the same.

Oh, and you can't rebind your controller!

It doesn't matter if you've set your expectations low or enjoy trash games, this game doesn't have anything to offer.

Not sure why there's so many positive reviews, but most of them seem to have no more than 10 hours of gameplay, and for good
reason.

If you want a great arcade game, with lots of drifting and crashing and hours of fun, get Burnout Paradise instead.
If you want a good truck game, get ETS2, or Formula Truck 2013 (not arcade!) if you want a truck racing game.
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